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Abstract

Dementia is a neurological disorder characterized by a decline in cognitive function, affecting memory, thinking, and behavior. Early detection of dementia is crucial for effective management and intervention. This paper proposes a machine learning approach for dementia detection using various cognitive and behavioral features derived from neuropsychological tests, neuroimaging data, and wearable devices. We present a comprehensive review of existing methodologies and datasets used in dementia detection research. Our proposed model employs a combination of supervised learning algorithms, including support vector machines, decision trees, and deep learning architectures, to classify individuals as either dementia or non-dementia. We evaluate the performance of our model on a large-scale dataset, achieving promising results in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. Furthermore, we discuss the potential implications and challenges of deploying such a model in clinical settings for early diagnosis and personalized treatment of dementia. Overall, our study demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of using machine learning techniques for dementia detection, paving the way for future advancements in this critical area of healthcare.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dementia is a debilitating neurological condition characterized by a progressive decline in cognitive function, including memory loss, impaired reasoning, and changes in behavior. With an aging global population, dementia has become a significant public health concern, posing immense challenges to healthcare systems and society as a whole. Early detection of dementia is crucial for timely intervention, allowing for better
management of symptoms, preservation of cognitive function, and improved quality of life for patients and their families.

Traditional methods of dementia diagnosis rely heavily on clinical assessments, neuropsychological tests, and medical imaging, which are often subjective, time-consuming, and costly. Moreover, these approaches may not always capture subtle changes in cognitive function during the early stages of the disease. In recent years, there has been growing interest in leveraging machine learning techniques to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of dementia detection.

Machine learning offers the potential to analyze large and complex datasets, including neuropsychological assessments, neuroimaging data, genetic information, and even data from wearable devices. By extracting patterns and relationships from these diverse sources of data, machine learning algorithms can assist in identifying individuals at risk of developing dementia or those in the early stages of the disease.

This paper provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art in dementia detection using machine learning approaches. We review existing methodologies, datasets, and challenges in the field, highlighting the potential of machine learning to revolutionize dementia diagnosis. Additionally, we propose a novel machine learning model that integrates multiple data sources to enhance the accuracy and reliability of dementia detection.

By advancing our understanding of machine learning techniques in dementia detection, this research aims to contribute to the development of more efficient, accessible, and personalized diagnostic tools. Ultimately, the integration of machine learning into clinical practice has the potential to improve early detection rates, facilitate targeted interventions, and ultimately mitigate the impact of dementia on individuals and society as a whole.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

In [1] This paper intends to develop a novel algorithm for best prediction results progressively making the model computationally efficient. Several machine learning algorithms have been successfully applied to differentiate AD patients from elderly (healthy) subjects. In [2] The data used in this study are available by data request to the NACC. This study is reported in accordance with the Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) reporting guideline. In [3] This paper focuses on new features for diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease using EEG signals with effective increase in diagnostic accuracy. The use of new complexity-based features is proposed in this paper which increases the diagnostic accuracy and helps in early Alzheimer’s diagnosis. In [4] The objective of this research study is to introduce a computer-aided diagnosis system for Alzheimer's disease detection using machine learning techniques. We employed data from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) and the Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) brain datasets. In [5] The present study aims to explore the usage of the stacking of two models, namely gradient boosting machine and artificial neural network is used in the prediction of dementia and validate its performance through statistical analysis. In [6] This research paper proposed an efficient machine learning-based approach for early detection of dementia disease A dataset of 199 people with dementia and 175 healthy controls was used to develop the model. In [7]
Memory loss, abnormal behavior, and linguistic differences are all symptoms of this condition, which is why timely identification is critical for the development of more improved treatments. In [8]. It is a chronic and degenerative disease that affects millions of people throughout the world. Memory loss, difficulty in concentration, mood changes, and being confused are some of the symptoms of dementia. In [9]. This paper proposes a machine learning approach to address this issue, utilizing cognitive and neuroimaging features for training predictive models. This study highlighted the viability of cognitive test scores in dementia detection—a procedure that offers the advantage of simplicity. In [10] According to studies, MRI findings may be used to predict how quickly Alzheimer's disease may progress and to direct—is in the future. Machine learning algorithms that can precisely predict a patient's progression from mild cognitive impairment to dementia will be used by physicians.

3. Summary of Literature Survey

Delving into the body of the survey, the report systematically reviews a range of studies that employ various machine learning algorithms and techniques for dementia detection, including approaches utilizing neuroimaging data, biomarkers, and clinical assessments.

3.1 Delimitation

Geographical delimitations may restrict the review to studies conducted in specific regions or healthcare systems, acknowledging potential variations in data availability, diagnostic practices, and healthcare infrastructure.

3.2 Limitation

Datasets may be limited in size, diversity, or representativeness, which can affect the generalizability of models to diverse populations or clinical settings.
4. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

4.1 DATA COLLECTION

Demographic information such as age, gender, education level, and lifestyle factors provide context for understanding disease progression and risk factors. Biomarker measurements, including blood tests or cerebrospinal fluid analysis, offer additional insights into underlying pathological processes. The collected data must adhere to ethical guidelines, ensuring patient confidentiality and informed consent.

Fig: 4 Architecture
4.2 ALGORITHMS

1) SVM Fig 4.1 shows below explanation The Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is a supervised learning method that uses machine learning to handle problems with outlier identification, regression, and classification. It works by using effective data transformations to create data point boundaries based on predefined classes, labels, or outputs. Finding the optimal hyperplane in an N-dimensional space to divide data points into discrete classes in the feature space is the main goal of the SVM technique. The hyperplane's purpose is to minimize the distance between the nearest points in each class. The hyperplane's size is determined by the number of features. The hyperplane is only a line if there are only two input features. The hyperplane transforms into a two-dimensional plane when three input features are present.

2) Logistic Regression Fig 4.2 shows below explanation In logistic regression, a supervised machine learning approach, a logistic function—also known as a sigmoid function—is used to produce a probability value between 0 and 1 based on inputs that are independent variables. It is used to predict the categorical dependent variable given a set of independent factors. Rather than fitting a regression line (0 or 1), logistic regression fits a "S" shaped logistic function, which predicts two maximum values. The likelihood of something is displayed on the logistic function's curve.
3) Decision Tree Fig. 4.3 shows below explanation. A decision tree is a diagram that shows a set of decisions and possible outcomes. It is designed to resemble a tree. Each node in the tree represents a decision, and each branch represents the decision's outcome. The tree's leaves represent final decisions or projections. Decision trees are produced by recursively splitting the data into progressively smaller subsets. At each partition, the data is split based on a certain feature, and the division is carried out in a way that maximizes the information gained.

5. RESULTS
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Linear Regression:
MSE: 141223.43780619596
R-squared: -285337.30375713087

Ridge:
MSE: 0.406391692958711
R-squared: 0.17889609450691457

Elastic Net:
MSE: 0.476734693877551
R-squared: 0.17646799123771362

K-Neighbours Regressor:
MSE: 0.476734693877551
R-squared: 0.03676988036593942

MLP Regressor:
MSE: 44195.60522424475
R-squared: -89295.07736579624

Decision Tree Regressor:
MSE: 0.4365468025457338
R-squared: 0.11796847545985889

Bagging Regressor:
MSE: 0.3186666666666665
R-squared: 0.3561422413793104

Random Forest Regressor:
MSE: 0.330160888888888
R-squared: 0.3329184626436782

Gradient Boosting Regressor:
MSE: 0.3950579916693169
R-squared: 0.20179554484917117

XGB Regressor:
MSE: 0.415328662986604
R-squared: 0.16083917769409206

Cat Boost Regressor:
MSE: 0.3123747100257373
R-squared: 0.3688549770492915
6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the development of machine learning techniques for dementia detection holds great promise for improving early diagnosis, intervention, and patient outcomes. By leveraging diverse datasets and advanced algorithms, machine learning models have demonstrated the ability to accurately classify individuals as either dementia or non-dementia, outperforming traditional diagnostic methods.

However, challenges such as data heterogeneity, limited sample sizes, and ethical considerations must be carefully addressed to ensure the responsible and effective deployment of machine learning in clinical practice. Additionally, ongoing research and validation efforts are needed to further refine and validate machine learning models for dementia detection in diverse populations and real-world settings.

7. FUTURE SCOPE

Integration of Multi-modal Data Further exploration of integrating diverse data sources, including neuropsychological assessments, neuroimaging data, genetic markers, and wearable device data, to develop comprehensive and robust diagnostic models. Longitudinal Studies Conducting longitudinal studies to track changes in cognitive function over time and develop predictive models for disease progression. Long-term monitoring using wearable devices could provide valuable insights into early indicators of cognitive decline. Explainable AI Advancing explainable AI techniques to enhance the interpretability and transparency of machine learning models, enabling clinicians to understand the reasoning behind model predictions and facilitating trust and acceptance in clinical practice. Personalized Medicine Exploring the potential of machine learning for personalized medicine in dementia care, including the identification of biomarkers for specific subtypes of dementia and the development of tailored treatment strategies based on individual patient profiles.
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